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Abstract Text: The Department of Veterans Affairs has an immediate problem at hand. Tens of thousands of employees are working in a high-stress work environment where fast-paced daily production requirements are critical. Employees are faced with a tremendous backlog of Veterans claims. Unfortunately, not only are the claims extremely complex, but there is frequent shifting of laws and regulations that impact how the job is done. Employees require constant re-training. To compound this issue, most managers cannot afford to pull employees off the floor for lengthy training sessions as weekly claims processing quotas need to be met. This causes organizational conflict between training and production. Performance-error trends confirmed that an immediate intervention was needed to address this problem. What kind of solution would alleviate this issue so that employees can get the targeted training they require without impacting their weekly quotas for claims reduction?

The purpose of this paper is to report how the implementation of a targeted micro-training program, based on monthly error trend reports, has resulted in significant reduction in performance errors. This training solution, designed to focus on specific performance errors, is based on the principles of micro-training and performance diagnostics. This paper discusses how this new training program was designed using innovative concepts and implemented to meet a fast-paced, 30-day deployment and implementation schedule. The paper also discusses results metrics that provide evidence of the effectiveness of the training intervention. The program impacted performance improvement for both the employee and the organization as a whole.
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